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By Mr Dabney Stuart

Pinyon Publishing, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Dabney Stuart s 20th book of poetry guides us to a timeless imaginative
world created through dialogs between the poet (Stuart) and an old poet, which heighten our
awareness of the arts of contemplation, conversation, and friendship. We see the old poet as he
muses in forests, along the river, or as a poet come through time, perhaps from the Tang Dynasty
of eighth-century China, where friendship was a key of poetry. In Just the Poems, Stuart begins: It
was spring again, as usual, though early. / The old poet and I walked the trail, echoing Wang Wei
(699-759) who wrote in a letter to his friend, P ei Ti, I think much of old days: how hand in hand,
composing poems as we went, we walked down twisting paths to the banks of clear streams. These
conversations are gentle, profound meditations on family, memory, and awe, set in an ideal nature:
The old poet watched sun fleck the hemlock s needles, / his morning vision, time out of mind,
echoing Li Po (701-762): My friend is lodging high in the Eastern Range, /...
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new eBook with a new point of view. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am delighted to explain how this is actually the
finest book i have read through during my very own life and could be he best publication for at any time.
-- Sca r lett Str a cke-- Sca r lett Str a cke

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases and never di icult to understand. I realized this
ebook from my dad and i advised this ebook to learn.
-- Zula  Ha yes-- Zula  Ha yes
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